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Descendants fans of all ages will enjoy these wicked pen-and-ink illustrations of elaborate patterns and
memorable characters from Disney Channel's hit movie Descendants 2. Fill the pages your own color and
style--it's the perfect way to cultivate creativity and fun!
Serafina, Neela, Ling, Ava, Becca, and Astrid, six mermaids from realms scattered throughout the seas
and freshwaters, were summoned by the leader of the river witches to learn an incredible truth: the
mermaids are direct descendants of the Six Who R
Get tons of fashion, makeup, and beauty tips from the fairest one of all: Evie, daughter of the Evil
Queen! Featuring beloved characters from the hit Disney movie Descendants, fans will love flipping
through the pages to find out how they can try out the styles showcased in their favorite film.
Project Runway meets Fame in a trendy new series from the authors of The Cupcake Club At the Fashion
Academy of Brooklyn, FAB is a way of life. Fashion-forward MacKenzie "Mickey" Williams is thrilled to be
accepted to FAB Middle School (Fashion Academy of Brooklyn), a school that serves as a training ground
for the fashion designers of tomorrow. (Their motto, "We are SEW FAB"). But when her daring fashion and
stellar grades turn the Fab A-listers green with envy, Mickey discovers that standing out doesn't always
make it easy to fit in. So when friendly classmate JC comes up with a plan to help Mickey fit in, she
decides to take the ultimate fashion risk-ditch her personal style for good. One mega makeover later,
pink-haired Mickey Williams mysteriously disappears, and the trendy, blonde "Kenzie Wills" shows up on
the FAB scene, blending with the other students in a way Mickey never could. But when Mickey starts to
lose herself to "Kenzie," she's not sure that fitting in is worth cutting herself down to size...
The Isle of the Lost: The Graphic Novel
World of Reading, Level 2: Disney Zombies 2
Descendants: Evie's Guide to Isle Style
Descendants Junior Novel
A Descendants Novel
Now that Little Zebra is getting bigger, it's time to done with bottles. It's not easy, but Little Zebra
must learn to use a cup. Say bye-bye to bottles in this adorable eBook.
The Interscholastic Auradon Fashion Contest is the biggest fashion event of the year and students across
the United States of Auradon are buzzing with anticipation. No one is more excited than Evie, the
Villain Kids' (VKs) resident fashionista and designer extraordinaire! The other VKs roll up their
sleeves to help their friend, but with another Auradon student competing for the top prize alongside
her, will Evie be able to reach the top spot? And just how far are the other competitors prepared to go
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to win first place? This is book 1 of 2.
Based on the Disney Channel Original Movie starring Dove Cameron, Booboo Stewart, Sofia Carson, and
Cameron Boyce as the teenage sons and daughters of Disney's most infamous villains. Disney Descendants
Yearbook is your very own collection of behind-the-scenes photos from Auradon Prep's best year ever
featuring your favorite Descendants movie characters--the villainous kids Mal, Evie, Jay, Carlos and the
good kids Ben, Audrey, Chad, Lonnie, Doug and Jane. Designed just like a real yearbook, Descendants fans
can relive the highs and lows of a magical school year--from new students and nail-biting action on the
tourney field to Family Day and an unforgettable coronation with a new King. Special features include indepth student profiles, hilarious campus candids, shocking future predictions, fun polls, quizzes, and
more. Go Fighting Knights! The Descendants will be played by some of the biggest Disney stars of today
including Dove Cameron (Mal, daughter of Maleficent), Booboo Stewart (Jay, son of Jafar), Sofia Carson
(Evie, daughter of The Evil Queen), Cameron Boyce (Carlos De Vil, son of Cruella De Vil) and Tony-Awardwinning Kristin Chenoweth playing the role of Maleficent.
Relax, and let the creativity flow through you. Whether a skilled artist or an everyday dabbler of
drawings and doodles, fans of all ages will enjoy these stunning pen-and-ink illustrations of beautiful
landscapes, elaborate patterns, and memorable characters from Disney's hit animated feature films themed
to cute and cuddly animals. The lovely packaging includes a board cover with double metallic foil
stamping.
School of Secrets: Carlos''s Scavenger Hunt (Disney Descendants)
Disney Descendants Yearbook
Disney Manga: Descendants - The Rotten to the Core Trilogy Book 1
The Isle of the Lost
Descendants: Mal's Spell Book

Mal, Evie, Dizzy, Celia, and even Uma have a special bond. After all, friendships are like family when your
parents are wicked. Through the power of friendship, these Isle of the Lost ladies have shown the girls of
Auradon, like Jane, what it means to be a loyal and true. Follow their poignant and funny stories in this
friendship anthology that prove love, trust, and support often comes from the person you'd least expect--even a
villain.
When the pressure to be royally perfect becomes too much for Mal, she returns to the Isle of the Lost, where
Uma, the daughter of Ursula, has proclaimed herself queen. Still resentful over not being selected to go to
Auradon Prep with the other VKs, Uma and her pirate gang plot to break the barrier between the Isle and
Auradon, and unleash all of the villains imprisoned on the Isle, once and for all. You'll be chillin' like a villain
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with the Disney Descendants 2 Cinestory Comic, a wickedly cool, graphic novel–style adaptation of the smash
hit film.
The deluxe POB format features 192 pages of spells, sketches, and notes added by the characters!
For fans of Descendants, this spell book, which formerly belonged to Maleficent before she passed it on to Mal,
is full of comments, notes, and inside jokes between Mal and the other villains' kids. Laugh and cry along with
Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos as they find their way in the world of Auradon Prep.
Disney Descendants: Secrets of Auradon Prep
Descendants 3: The Villain Kids' Guide for New VKs
World of Reading Descendants 3: Stronger Together Level 2
Descendants: The Magic of Friendship
Descendants 2: Mal's Spell Book 2
Book one in the #1 New York Times best-selling Descendants series--now in the wickedly fun,
action-packed graphic novel! Twenty years ago, all the evil villains were banished from the
kingdom of Auradon to the Isle of the Lost--a dark and dreary place protected by a force field
that makes it impossible for them to leave. Stripped of their magical powers, the villains now
live in total isolation, forgotten by the world. Mal learns from her mother, Maleficent, that
the key to true darkness, the Dragon's Eye, is located inside her scepter in the forbidden
fortress on the far side of the island. The eye is cursed, and whoever retrieves it will be
knocked into a deep sleep for a thousand years. But Mal has a plan to capture it. She'll just
need a little help from her "friends." In their quest for the Dragon's Eye, these four kids
begin to realize that just because you come from an evil family tree, being good ain't so bad.
For the five teens who modeled as Disney Hologram Imaging hosts, life is beginning to settle
down when an intriguing video arrives to Philby's computer at school. It's a call for action:
the Overtakers, a group of Disney villains, seem to be plotting to attempt a rescue of two of
their leaders, both of whom the Disney Imagineers have hidden away somewhere following a
violent encounter in Epcot. Includes a preview chapter from Kingdom Keepers V - Shell Game
For anyone who wants to know more about what Mal is really thinking, this diary gives readers a
special glimpse inside her world with super-secret journal entries and Mal's doodles and
drawings. Plus bonus pages for the reader to write down her own thoughts and feelings!
This is the newest addition to the line of hit Descendants titles. Like Mal's Spell Book, this
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compelling books will build upon the world, mythology, and magic of the Descendants franchise.
100 Images to Inspire Creativity and Relaxation
Highlights and Memories
Descendants 2 Evie's Fashion Book
Descendants 2 A Wickedly Cool Coloring Book
Bye-Bye Bottles, Zebra
Lonnie is the daughter of Mulan. She's strong. She's fearless. And she's willing to fight for what she
wants .like the very special sword that once belonged to her mother. When Lonnie brings her friends Jay
and Jordan on an forbidden trip to Imperial City to get it, she must prove she's a true warrior.
This insider's guide to Disney Descendants delves deep into life at Auradon prep and the backgrounds of
students including Mal, Evie, Jay, Carlos, Ben, Jane, Chad, and Lonnie. The students of Auradon Prep
reveal their innermost secrets in this book with over 20 flaps that reveal fun surprises.
Relive the excitement of the second season of Star Wars: The Mandalorian! The Mandalorian and Grogu
continue their journey to find more of Grogu's kind as they make their way through a dangerous galaxy in
the tumultuous era following the fall of the Empire. They will encounter strange creatures, mysterious
Jedi, old friends, and the sinister Moff Gideon, who wants the Child for his own purposes.... This is
the way!
The School of Secrets series of chapter books continues the story of Mal and her friends, plus new
Villain kids and Auradon kids. Enjoy these all-new tales of mystery, magic and adventure from the world
of the hit movie Descendants 2!
The Rotten to the Core Trilogy
More Wicked Magic
Disney Descendants 2 Cinestory Comic
Escape from the Isle of the Lost
School of Secrets: Lonnie's Warrior Sword (Disney Descendants)
Evil tree. Bad Apple? Twenty years ago, all the evil villains were banished from the kingdom of Auradon
to the Isle of the Lost--a dark and dreary place protected by a force field that makes it impossible for
them to leave. Stripped of their magical powers, the villains now live in total isolation, forgotten by
the world. Mal learns from her mother, Maleficent, that the key to true darkness, the Dragon's Eye, is
located inside her scepter in the forbidden fortress on the far side of the island. The eye is cursed,
and whoever retrieves it will be knocked into a deep sleep for a thousand years. But Mal has a plan to
capture it. She'll just need a little help from her "friends." In their quest for the Dragon's Eye,
these four kids begin to realize that just because you come from an evil family tree, being good ain't
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so bad.
Ride with the tide! Deep beneath the waves, King Triton's powerful trident has passed through the
magical barrier that surrounds the Isle of the Lost—keeping villains in and magic out. And when Mal's
longtime rival Uma, daughter of Ursula, gets wind of this, she can't believe her luck. The tide has
dragged in something good for a change, and Uma is determined to get her wicked hands on it. But first,
she needs a pirate crew. A storm is brewing back in Auradon, and when Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay hear
that the trident has been washed away, they realize they'll have to find it before anyone from the Isle
does. Luckily, they seem to have a talent for locating missing magical objects. As Uma readies for the
high seas alongside Harry, son of Captain Hook, Gil, son of Gaston, and the toughest rogues on the Isle
of the Lost, the reformed villains of Auradon devise their own master plan. And with King Ben away on
royal business, they won't have to play by all the rules. Using bad for good can't be totally evil,
right? The thrilling, perilous race to the trident pits old friends—and current enemies—against each
other with the future of Auradon on the line. Both teams might like to make waves, but only one will
come out on top of this one.
Actress, singer, and mother Hilary Duff offers a beautiful and inspiring picture book about bravery and
love. The world is big, my little brave girl. It’s all here for you. A poetic text encourages girls to
reach higher, dream bigger, and approach the world with their hearts wide open. This love letter to
little girls was inspired by Hilary Duff’s own experience as a mother as she considered all the ways her
daughter had to be brave even as an infant. With lush illustrations and an empowering message, My Little
Brave Girl is the perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays, Mother’s Day, graduation, and any time a
girl—or woman—is embarking on a new chapter of her life!
Filled with fun activities and more than 200 stickers, this interactive Descendants 3 title invites fans
to imagine stepping into the halls of Auradon Prep. Fans can fill out applications to the prestigious
school, decorate their dorm rooms, design wickedly cool outfits, and more! A great complement to
previously published Descendant and Descendants 2 books, this engaging book details the memorable
characters and magical world of this Disney Channel's hit movie series.
Descendants 2: Uma's Wicked Book
Return to the Isle of the Lost
Fashion Academy
Descendants 2
Evie's Fashion Book

Read along with Disney! Young readers can revisit the Disney Channel Original Movie Zombies 2 and the characters they love at an
appropriate reading level. Return to Seabrook High follows the budding romance of Addison and Zed after a group of werewolves arrive in
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Seabrook.
"Based on the Disney Channel original movie by Josann McGibbon & Sara Parriott."
This junior novel retelling captures the spirit of the third installment of the hit Descendants franchise. Inviting readers to experience the
thrill of Descendants 3 over and over again in novel form, this book is a must-have for any Descendants fan.
This book is perfect for fans of the hit Disney Channel Movie Descendants 2. Uma is the breakout star of the movie, and the baddest new
Villain Kid. Her "Guide to the Isle" is filled with her tips, info, stories and inside scoop, including notes from her gnarly pirate gang and
photos from the Isle!
For Villain Kids
Rise of the Isle of the Lost
Welcome to Auradon: A Descendants 3 Sticker and Activity Book
Disney Descendants 2
Insider's Handbook
"I may be from the Isle, but I love living in Auradon. School is amazing, my friends are wicked, and I started my
own fashion line. DREAMS DO COME TRUE! This is my fashion book, filled with design sketches, style tips, notes
and my favorite photos. Get a glimpse into my world. -E"
Every night, before Sylvia goes to sleep, she whispers a magic spell to the rhyme-elves. In the morning her
Wonder Book is filled with beautiful pictures and poems of her adventures and the extraordinary stories she has
heard. There is nothing Sylvia loves more than stories; so every day she asks her mother, the old woodsman and
even her fairy friend Sister-in-the-Bushes to tell them to her. They weave magical stories of clever princesses,
far-away kingdoms, courageous knights, kind children and graceful fairies. During the day, Sylvia also has her
own adventures: planting a fairy tree, meeting St Nicholas and venturing into the deep woods. But as she comes
closer to her special seventh birthday, there is one extraordinary adventure left. This enchanting collection of
tales, charmingly told by Isabel Wyatt, takes us through the highlights of the year as Sylvia and her friends
celebrate festivals and birthdays.
Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay may be the children of terrible villains, but they're fitting in amazingly well on
Auradon. Well, at least most of them are. For Mal, the pressure to be royally perfect is too intense, so she
returns to her rotten roots on the Isle of the Lost. But Mal soon finds that her archenemy, Uma, the daughter of
Ursula, has taken her spot as self-proclaimed Princess of Evil. Even worse, Uma has a plan to destroy Auradon
—and a gnarly gang of pirates to back her up! It's a classic battle between wicked and evil . . . and these kids are
made for trouble.
There's no place like home. Especially if home is the infamous Isle of the Lost. Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay haven't
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exactly turned their villainous noses up at the comforts of Auradon after spending their childhoods banished on
the Isle. After all, meeting princes and starring on the Tourney team aren't nearly as terrible as Mal and her
friends once thought they would be. But when they receive a mysterious invitation to return to the Isle, Mal,
Evie, Carlos, and Jay can't help feeling comfortable in their old hood—and their old ways. Not everything is how
they left it, though, and when they discover a dark mystery at the Ise's core, they'll have to combine all of their
talents in order to save the kingdom.
Art of Coloring Disney Animals
Kingdom Keepers IV: Power Play
Descendants 3: Audrey's Diary
Disney Manga: Descendants - Evie's Wicked Runway Book 1
Disney Descendants: Up Close!
Mal, Evie, Jay, and Carlos may have once been the baddest of the bad, but their wicked ways are
(mostly) behind them—and now graduation is almost here! But before the seniors can don their
custom-designed caps and gowns, courtesy of Evie, they've got an epic plan to put into action. There
are tons of villain kids on the Isle of the Lost who are eager for their chance to come to Auradon
Prep—even Celia, Dr. Facilier's trickster daughter, wants in on the deal!—and Mal's crew is using
their upcoming visit to the Isle to help make it happen. But Auradon's biggest threat is still at large...
Trapped on the other side of the barrier, Uma is more desperate than ever to get her long-awaited
revenge against Mal. When she discovers an underground lair belonging to Hades, god of the
underworld, Uma realizes she's found the perfect partner in crime. Together, they can defeat Mal,
bring down the barrier, and escape the Isle for good. Mal and Uma have a score to settle, and they'll
come face to face in an explosive underwater battle that could determine the fates of Auradon and
the Isle of the Lost once and for all. Praise for The Isle of the Lost "Disney lovers and fairy-tale fans
alike will need to get their hands on this book." — School Library Journal Praise for Return to the Isle
of the Lost "Packed with plenty of humor and adventure, this sequel spinoff is destined to please.
With a second movie in the works and a bevy of loyal readers, it certainly won't stay on shelves for
long." — Booklist
Descendants 2 is due to release in Summer 2017. All the coolest characters from the newest Disney
Channel Original Movie (the sequel to 2015's Descendants) are featured in this fabulous annual for
tweens. Filled with fact files, stories, friendship tips, plus tons of quizzes and puzzles, it's cover-tocover entertainment!
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The newest addition to the line of hit Descendants books like Mal's Spell Book and Mal's Spell Book 2,
this compelling tome will build upon the world, mythology, and magic of the Descendants franchise.
The children of Maleficent, the Evil Queen, Jafar and Cruella De Vil have never ventured off the Isle of
the Lost. . . until now. Invited to pristine Auradon, to attend prep school alongside the children of
beloved Disney heroes, Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos must carry out their villain parents evil plot to rule
once again. Will the rebel teens follow in their rotten parents’ footsteps or will they choose to
embrace their innate goodness and save the kingdom?
Rogue Wave
Descendants 3 Junior Novel
My Little Brave Girl
The Mandalorian Season 2 Junior Novel
The Seven-Year-Old Wonder Book

Welcome to Auradon Prep, where the kids of well-known Disney Villains now attend school
with the kids of our favorite Disney heroes and heroines. This Secrets of Auradon Prep
handbook uncovers little-known facts about the elite school attended by heirs of some of
the world’s most well-known heroes. But when the sons and daughters of some of the
world’s most well-known villains are invited to go there, all havoc breaks loose. Writeins and secret notes reveal what Mal and her friends—as well as the Auradon kids—are
really thinking about each other. Take a peek inside to see who says what next!
Who’s Got Spirit? Find out what happens when Fairy Godmother invites the students of
Auradon Prep to contribute to this year’s Sprit Book! Full of secret notes, letters,
photographs, and drawings, here is an inside look at everyone’s hobbies and interests,
friendships and memories, plus journal-style entries from Mal, Ben, Evie, Doug, Lonnie,
and the rest of the Auradon Prep gang.
Mal, Evie, Jay, and Carlos are the offspring of some of the most terrible villains of all
time. They're offered a chance to leave the Isle of the Lost, where they have been
imprisoned all their lives, and go to prep school in the idyllic kingdom of Auradon with
all of the "good" kids. There, they must choose whether or not to follow in their
parents' evil footsteps. Watch out Auradon--here come the Descendants!
Disney Descendants: Auradon Prep Spirit Book
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Descendants: Mal's Diary
Descendants 2: Junior Novel
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